
Chasing my Y-DNA part 46
Pre Union of the Crown map. Ca 1580.

Names Arbirlot and Ellot.

Post Union of Crown, with Burn of Elliot.



Before The Union of the Crown, lots (land with a measured 
perimeter) were measured in ell/el. After The Union of the Crown ca 
1600 they were measured in acre. So that which was called an ell lot 
would after Union be an acre lot.

In Scotland in accordance to Arthur Eliott the name Elwald became 
Ellot.

Elwald, in Northern Northumbria, was used as a prefix for 
side/syde, or law; meaning a know, mound or hill. Because of the 
suffix to Elwald, of wald having the Nordic/German meaning of 
forest, the name Elwald in conjunction with its suffix, in northern 
Northumbria most occurred with the naming of a grove, large 
enough to hunt deer.



Where the Burn of Ellot is, Elwald a Northumbria name nor  Ellot 
evolved from Elwald would be used for naming a locality in a 
region of Scone.

The above recorded before The Union shows no Elliot, but three 
Ellot. It is very unlikely an Ellot from Edinburgh, or and Ellot from 
Selkirk would have their name used for Ellot (burn river/stream). 

Elliot or variations with a “y” or an “i” was not used as a name in 
Scotland until The Union. 



In 1630 it is because of resentment to the English, the Scots in Ulster 
used the Ellot name with no “i” in it. It is suspect that those who 
used an “i” were English of Ulster.

Ulster Scots by the name of Ellot  ca 1630;



Ulster English by the names of; Paul Elliot and Adam Elliott.
No Paul or Adam among the Ulster Scot with the name Ellot.



Example of land being laid out in Scotland, by utilizing a pike (along 
with a compass) that is the length of a Scottish fall (6 ell)  previous 
to the Union.



Utilizing the region of Slaughtree and Thorlishope, to identify fields 
(ell-lot/arce-lot), orchards (arbir/arbor lot), and mound (ell-know 
acre-know). The above is a Roy Military Point map from ca 1750.



William Armstrong in Acre-know, used in 1685 after the Union, 
when land is not being measured in ell, but is measured in acre.

The above has Arbirlot and Ellot on it, and is pre Union 
when measurement was done in Scottish ell.



Before the Union as today the flow of the above burn, went 
through ell lot. That was significant in it's day because not all 
land was laid out, land in those days used for farming in 
Scotland which was laid out would be called ellot. A stream 
that went through the ellot, would be called the Burn of 
Ellot.

The location of orchard laid out in lot, would be called an 
arbir/arbor lot. A kirk (church) in an area of orchards would 
likely be called Kirk of Arbirlot.

In the older pre Union map, K. Arbirlot, is across from Kelle C. 
(Kelly Castle). On the Roy Map, there is no Arbirlot, but what does 
one find on the map in the region of Arbirlot?
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